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 Storyline ‘Parched’: Set in the heart of the desert of Rajasthan, India, the story revolves around the lives of three families. The
men are troubled by the daily routine of existence, and an aspect of it comes to the fore in the form of the girl child, who is
forced to marry early and spend long years in the barren desert, never seeing her husband. The girl child represents the cruel

reality of living in the desert. One such girl child is seen hiding in a very desperate situation, not daring to reveal her identity to
anyone. She is identified and married off to a man in the family of the girl's parents. She faces life with alacrity and lives the

real life. But in fact she is isolated. She is not made to understand the intricacies of the desert life and how she is able to survive.
Her existence is her husband’s sole prerogative. Her only solace is to have a child of her own. This struggle of existence for the

women is the basic theme of the story. The three families go through a constant struggle to stay alive and to survive in this
desert. The desert also brings changes in them, in a way, it shapes their lives and the girl child becomes an important part of the

three families. According to the film director, the movie focuses on a “girl child” and “an ordinary girl’s life.” Cast: Aashka
Goradia - Nishi Chaya Barai - Pooja Ankit Mahajan - Ajit Pooja Goradia - Nishi's mother Pulkit Samrat - Sujal Krunal Pandya

- Ajit's father Niraj Kumar - Ajit's brother Brijendra Pratap Singh - Bappa Swati Chitnis - Dadi Divya Verma - Mahi
Naseeruddin Shah - Babuji Koushik Kouadio - Anandji Nasir Hussain - Radheja Bobby Darling - Sanjay Khushboo - Asho

Storyline: Nishi is a sensitive girl who hates relationships. Her parents arrange a marriage for her. However, when she arrives at
the family home, she finds a completely different world. What follows is a tale 82157476af
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